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Expert solution:
The two features that are only found in dicotyledonous plants are network of veins 
and broad leaves.
Note: 
1)Also accepted are: two cotyledons/central root/vascular bundles/secondary 
growth/flower parts in multiples of 4/5]
2) List of accepted features is: large leaves/ flower parts not in 3's/ vascular 
bundles not irregularly shaped.
3)Just the words " 4/5/parts" are rejected
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Expert solution:
The two features that show that the tiger lily is a monocotyledon are parallel 
veins and narrow leaves
Note: 
1)Also accepted is flower parts in 3's /6's
2)Also accepted answers are: non-branching veins/long and thing leaves
3)Rejected answer is : One cotyledon
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Expert solution:
The above mark scheme is self explanatory. so I have not typed the same thing again.
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Expert solution: 
The two features that identify plants as moncotyledons are narrow leaves/parallel 
veins]
Note:
1) Also accepted answers are: flower parts in multiples of 3's/ one cotyledon in the 
seed/fibrous roots/scattered vasular bundles/no cambium 
2) Long and thin leaves is ignored in the markscheme.
[****** Note that in the earlier markscheme, the words long and thin leaves  was 
accepted, but is rejected here. Also this markscheme accepts one cotyledon in the 
seed, but another previos one rejects it. Hence it is advised to write only the 
suggested vocabulary and not the vocabular that says "A" before it.. Also always 
take the most common accepted answersa from the markschemes as they are the 
safest answers]
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Expert solution:
While this is a key based question and like I said learn your concepts well to answer 
such questions.

(b)One feature that could be used to distinguish the monocotyledonous plants from 
eudicotyledonous plants is leaf shape which is narrow in the case of  a monocot.
Note: Other acceptable feature could be any of: flower parts in multiples of 3/
Fibrous roots/one cotyledon/no cambium/scattered vasulra bundles/no petiole
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Expert solution:
One feature of a dicot plant is two cotyledons
Note: 
1)Also acceptable is  any of: broad leaves/ leaves with branching veins/petioles/flower 
parts in multiples of 4's/5's/pollen with three furrows/stem vascular bundles in a 
ring/ roots develop from radicle
2) Also accepted is 'seed leaves instead of two cotyledons' and also 'Roots not 
adventitious]
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Expert solution:Visible features that show that it is a dicot plant are broad leaves, 
network of veins and five petals
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